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Ten sculptures by surrealist artist Salvador
Dali were stolen from a Stockholm gallery
in a dawn break in on Thursday, the

gallery’s owner told AFP. The thieves smashed
the glass door of the Couleur gallery in the
upscale neighborhood of Ostermalm in
Stockholm and nabbed the sculptures, valued at
between 20,000 and 50,000 euros ($22,000 to
$55,000) each, before fleeing the scene in a car
according to witnesses.

The stolen sculptures include bronze models
of the artist’s recognizable molten clocks, of
which there are about 350 around the world.
They were on loan and came from a Swiss col-
lection.  Peder Enstrom, the owner of the
gallery thought there must have been several
thieves because of the mess they left behind,
adding that “they were probably working
together”. Despite the value of the works,
Enstrom said the thieves would likely struggle

to cash in on their score. “They didn’t get the
certificates, which is very good because that
will give them some big problems trying to sell
the sculptures,” he said. — AFP

The Couleur gallery is pictured behind a
police tape after exhibited Salvador Dali

sculptures were stolen, 
according to the Police. — AFP

A woman walks past a building entrance decorated with a graffiti. Visitors watch a mural by Portuguese artist Odeith depicting Jamaican singer Bob
Marley.

Portuguese artist Acer poses with his dog in front of his mural.

A group of residents gather next to a mural by Spanish artist Werens Plug.

A resident of Quinta do Mocho neighborhood walk past a mural by French artist Stew, in Sacavem, outskirts of Lisbon. — AFP photos Visitors watch a mural by Portuguese artist Nomen during a guided visit to Quinta do Mocho neighborhood in Sacavem.

In a poor neighborhood north of Lisbon,
tourists contemplate a huge mural of a
black woman pulling off a white mask-a

potent symbol in a “no-go” neighbor-
hood that has been transformed by art.
The painting by Angolan-Portuguese
artist Nomen is undoubtedly “the most
important one” for people who live in the
Quinta do Mocho housing project,
because “it sums up our history,” guide
Emanuela Kalemba says during a visit of
the neighborhood. “She symbolizes the
social mask that neighborhood residents
must put on outside. To apply for work,
or get into school, we often have to give a
fake address to avoid saying where we
come from,” the 30-something woman
tells a group of around 50 visitors,
including many pensioners decked out in
rain gear.

The complex of four-storey buildings
was built around the turn of the century
between the airport and city center to
house 3,000 people, mostly from former
Portuguese colonies in Africa.
Unemployment, crime and a lack of pub-
lic transportation led to the district being
considered a “no-go” zone that taxi driv-
ers refused to enter. In 2014, local offi-
cials decided to improve the district’s
image, and invited Portuguese and for-
eign artists to paint murals for what they

now call “the biggest open-air art gallery
in Europe”.

The works include a dove in rainbow
colors, an African woman in a multi-
coloured turban, and a monochrome por-
trait of reggae icon Bob Marley. The

painters are from Angola, Brazil, France,
Israel, Liberia, Peru, Portugal, Russia,
Salvador, Spain and Uruguay and their
works now attract hundreds of visitors.
Pensioner Celso Rodrigues marveled that
they “have succeeded in transforming a
deteriorating and fairly sad neighbor-
hood,” while remarking that “the result is
spectacular!” “We won’t solve all the
problems by covering the walls with
paint,” but the project has helped
changed some minds, giving residents “a
little self-esteem” by “showing the out-
side world that the neighborhood is
changing,” Kalemba says. Since the
murals went up, a bus line has begun to
serve the area, cultural events have multi-
plied, and the crime rate has fallen, local
officials say. — AFP

A woman hangs up her laundry close to a mural by Portuguese artist Bordalo II in Quinta
do Mocho neighborhood.

A resident of Quinta do Mocho neighborhood looks from her window next to a mural by
artists Brothers of Light, in Sacavem. Visitors watch a mural by Uruguayan artist Maria Noe.

A resident of Quinta do
Mocho neighborhood walks

past murals by Liberian
artist Arcy (left) and

Portuguese artist Huariu.


